
Reduces overall assessment management costs

Key Features of a MyCSF Subscription:

Provides continuous visibility of risk posture

With a HITRUST MyCSF® (“MyCSF”) subscription, organizations can save time and money on future 
assessments by saving past data and Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).

Organizations can maintain a full view of their risk posture throughout the assessment life cycle to 
react to HITRUST CSF® updates and new threats to their environment.

 y Easily produce future readiness or validated 
assessments

 y Interim assessments auto-populate 90 days  
prior to their due date, free of charge

 y Eliminates data re-entry, saving valuable time 

DATA RETENTION

 y Assess once against up to 44 authoritative sources 
and obtain a single report with the ability to 
provide assurances to multiple requesting parties

 y Produce scorecards to demonstrate compliance 
with international, federal, and state regulations, 
or standards in the assessment scope

EFFICIENCY OF REPORTING

 y Streamlined analytics, reporting, and results
 y Custom Analytic Reports, Benchmarking, and Dashboards

ADVANCED ANALYTICS & BENCHMARKING

 y Organizations can assess a system once and 
leverage the result in subsequent assessments  
that cover the same or new systems

 y Organizations can leverage Service Provider 
assessments through external inheritance in lieu  
of testing – saving their assessor time and costs

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL INHERITANCE

 y Integrate native tools with MyCSF to facilitate 
information exchange

 y No need to learn another tool

LEVERAGE API WITH NATIVE TOOLSETS

STRATEGIC DECISIONS

 P HITRUST Implemented, 1-year (“i1”) Readiness Assessment
 P HITRUST Implemented, 1-year (“i1”) Validated Assessment
 P HITRUST Risk-based, 2-year (“r2”) Readiness Assessment

 P HITRUST Risk-based, 2-year (“r2”) Validated Assessment

 P HITRUST Certification of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework
 P Regulatory Scorecards

 P HITRUST Implemented 1-year Certification
 P HITRUST Risk-based 2-year Certification
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What HITRUST Delivers
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What Are the Key Benefits of a  
HITRUST MyCSF Subscription?

Additionally, each organization is assigned a dedicated Customer Success Manager to assist with any HITRUST needs.

 y Allows assessed entities to share assessment results 
through a highly secure web portal or API

 y Enables relying parties to more easily find and view 
the assurance information they need to make better-
informed decisions faster

RESULTS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

 y Automatically compiles the list of evidence collected 
during the HITRUST Assessment process and 
provides specific information required to show 
compliance with HIPAA regulations. 

 y Information is consolidated into a compliance report, 
formatted by HIPAA control, and populated with 
evidence that can be shared directly with Office of 
Civil Rights (OCR) investigators. 

COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING PACK FOR HIPAA

 y Organizations can use MyCSF to understand current 
risk and compliance postures

 y Easily identify gaps in your information protection 
program and track remediation efforts


